PRODUCTIVITY 101

1. **No. 1 Great Thing**
   - You're My No. 1!

2. **Utter Commitment**
   - Clarity
   - Courage
   - Go All In

3. **World Champion Training Camps**
   - Infections & Forging Swords vs. Sparks

4. **Energy Management**
   - Fundamentals
   - Making Waves

5. **Time Management 101**
   - First Things First - Second Not at All
   - ①
   - ②
   - ③

6. **Focus**
   - Intensity
   - Consistency

7. **4DX Lead vs Lag Measures + 2 Scorecards**

8. **Progress Principle, Micro Wins, Keystone Checklists**

9. **Whirlwind of Gnats, Kryptonite Dust & iPhones**